## FRIDAYS

**Tour Hedstrom’s Lumber Mill**
- Hedstrom Lumber Company 10:00 - 11:30 am
Come see how the 2x4s in your home take shape. Reserve a spot online at hedstromlumber.com/sawmill-tours (limit 12 people). A second tour is offered on Tuesdays.

**Make a Dreamcatcher**
- Eagle Ridge 10:30 - noon
Listen to legends and learn a bit about native cultures as you make your own dreamcatcher. Please accompany kids.

**Wolves! A Cry in the Night**
- Cascade Lodge, campfire ring 7:30 - 9:00 pm
Nothing means wilderness like the lonely cry of a wolf. Admired or hated, wolves stir people’s emotions. Learn about Minnesota’s most famous residents.

**Fire! The Frenemy of the Forest**
- Bluefin Bay Resort 7:30 - 9:00 pm
Forest fires are described as destructive in the news, but they are an important part of forest ecology. Learn more about how fire, forest, wildlife, and people all interact and depend on one another.

## SATURDAYS

**Wildflower Walk**
- Cascade Lodge 10:30 - noon
Explore what’s blooming. Come learn more about this beautiful part of the North and take a short hike along the creek.

**Nature of the Point**
- Artists’ Point Grand Marais 1:30 - 3:30 pm ongoing
We’ll have a naturalist posted near the walkway to the lighthouse with activities to enhance your visit.

**Minnesota Wild!**
- Sawbill Lake Campground, fire ring 7:30 - 9:00 pm
Mammals, birds, rocks, plants, even stars - topics change weekly, but we always have a campfire, marshmallows provided.

**Black Bears: American Original**
- Caribou Highlands 7:30 - 9:00 pm
Black bears are unique to North America. Learn more about “our” bear which is neither a scary monster or cute teddy bear, but one of the most interesting intelligent animals in the forest.

## TUESDAYS

**Butterflies, Bugs, and Bees**
- Caribou Highlands 10:30 - noon
Join the search for some wonderfully weird and very important creatures: the often misunderstood insects. Whether as bird food or flower pollinators, we need insects.

**Tour Hedstrom’s Lumber Mill**
- Hedstrom Lumber Co. 12:30 - 2:00 pm
Come see how the 2x4s in your home take shape. Reserve a spot online at hedstromlumber.com/sawmill-tours (limit 12 people). Second tour offered on Fridays.

**Loons: Facts and Fables**
- Gunflint Lodge 7:30 - 9:00 pm
Though the loon is Minnesota’s state bird, you may know less about a loon’s life than you think. Learn about these beautiful birds that haunt Minnesota’s northern lakes.

**The Amoosing Moose**
- Lutsen Resort 7:30 - 9:00 pm
Gawky and awkward looking, moose make you laugh - but they are actually wonderfully adapted to life in the north. Learn about one of Minnesota’s favorite mammals.

## WEDNESDAYS

**Explore the Shore**
- East Bay Suites 10:30 – noon
Time travel to when volcanoes were here, then return to the present to find agates as we explore geology on the North Shore.

**Boundary Waters Wild!**
- Chik-Wauk Nature Center 2:00 - 3:30 pm
From cooking to history to bears, learn about our wilderness. Topics vary.

**Minnesota Wild!**
- Grand Marais Recreation Area 7:30 - 9:00 pm
Mammals, birds, rocks, plants, even stars - topics change weekly, but we always have a campfire and a good program.

**Leave It to Beavers**
- Bluefin Bay 7:30-9:00 pm
Our largest rodent, beavers play an important role in forest ecology, and you can find out just what those busy beavers are up to.

## THURSDAYS

**Nature of Oberg Mountain**
- Oberg Mt Trailhead 10:30 - noon
Come explore the forest and scenic views of Oberg Mountain. There will be a Naturalist posted by the trail head to enhance your visit.

**Dark Skies and Bright Stars**
- Eagle Ridge 7:30 - 9:00 pm
They may not eat people, but meat eating plants live right here in MN! Learn why life in the bog can turn plants to carnivores.